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Basis 

•  EDMS 964550: W. Weterings, J. Borburgh, T. Fowler, B. 
Goddard; Booster Injection Modification 

•  B. Goddard; Operational Considerations (PSB review 
with Linac4) 

•  EDMS 963395: W. Weterings, B. Goddard; Loading 
Assumptions for Beam Dumps of Linac4 PS Booster 
Injection 

 Warning: This presentation should be considered only as 
starting point for further discussions… 



Overview 

•  Equipment status (various internal error conditions) not 
treated here; equipment specialists have to take care of 
the proper error treatment in collaboration with TE/MPE. 
It is assumed that there is at max. 1 interlock connection 
per equipment (OR of all possible interlock conditions). 

Included in this presentation: 
–  Kicker/septa interlocks 
–  Injection efficiency, stripping foil 
–  Beam losses 
–  External conditions, interlocks related to ISOLDE operation 
–  Dump interlocks 



Kicker/Septa Interlocks 
•  BI.DIS: in case of magnet failure the full beam (or the equivalent of 

1-4 rings) would go to the head dump (~2 kJ) or in one ring  
•  BI.SMV: the beam would be lost in the septum in case of magnet PS 

failure 
–  should we measure in addition the field with pickup coil? 

•  Chicane bump failure (BI.BS): beam lost somewhere in machine 
–  would it still hit foil (always at same location)? 

•  KSW magnet failure: up to 100 turns would be injected in one ring 
(triggering failure) without painting and foil would heat up 

•  Triggering issues for kicker/septa; can this equipment provide 
‘ready’ signal? (e.g. full beam on tail dump for distributor timing 
failure) 



Kicker / Septa Interlocks 
–  A combination of these faults could even be worse 
–  Maybe equipment should be inter-connected like distributor with 

‘ready’ of painting bump  
–  Should BI.DVT40 be interlocked as well? 

–  In all these cases the next beam shot should be cut already at 
the source 

–  Assumption: fail-safe interlock system with <0.5 s reaction time 

–  In addition BLM’s should be placed at suitable locations (close to 
BI.DIS, BI.SMV) 
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Injection Efficiency / Stripping Foil 

•  Foil failure: 1/4th of full Linac4 pulse on H- beam dump 
–  In combination with BI.DIS failure the full beam could go to the 

H- dump 

–  Measure H0/H- dump current (foil failure and foil degradation) 
o  Is a separated current measurement feasible (accuracy?)? 
o  Should the foil wheel position read-back be interlocked? 

–  Add BLMs; do we need FLUKA simulations to get an estimate on 
dump back-scattering and to find sensible locations for the 
BLMs? 

–  Remark: the circulating beam might also be lost on dump 
depending on dump position and failure scenario! 

–  Screens around foil: alarm (in LASER) for IN-Position 



Beam Losses 

•  Beam losses arising due to various reasons have to be 
measured through sufficient BLM coverage 
–  Currently the BLMs in the injection line and PSB ring are NOT 

interlocked 
–  Operation needs some flexibility for setting up and steering as 

well as to trace faulty equipment in case of beam losses 
o  Should there be a similar system as in the PSB extraction line? 

(variable BLM threshold; enable/disable of single BLMs; beam cut 
after a certain number (currently 6) subsequent cycles with losses 
above threshold) 

–  Remark: Linac4 BLM specifications still not finalised! 



Transmission Measurement - Watchdog 

•  Losses can also be detected with BCTs through 
degradation of transmission efficiency along the line 

•  Currently 8 transformers are combined in a watchdog 
system along the Linac2 line: BCT06, 07, 10, 20, 30, 40, 
50 and 60 
–  Percentage of beam losses can be set by software 
–  Watchdog integrated in external conditions (see next slide) 

•  Could we add one transformer in the ring (sum of 4 
rings) to such a watchdog system to survey the injection 
efficiency? 
–  have fast transformers installed in 8L1; would have to normalise 

with number of turns 
–  Problem: debugging of e.g. PSB RF problems could be difficult 

unless disabling (setting percentage to 0) was possible 



External Conditions, Tail Clipper 

•  Various conditions (MPS, watchdog, vacuum, beam 
stoppers, inhibits, ISOLDE requests, extraction kickers 
and septum, recombination kickers, ISOLDE bending) 
are combined in ‘External Conditions’ 
–  Action in case an external condition valid for a certain beam/

destination: 
1.  Switch to spare cycle 
2.  If spare cycle has also not all conditions valid, execute a tail 

clipper (cuts the Linac2 pulse at the source level) 

•  In addition, a tail clipper is directly activated if 
–  The destination is Linac dump 
–  Setting of 0 turns 
–  PS BLMs for PS destination 

•  Should implement something similar under Linac4 



External Conditions, Tail Clipper 



ISOLDE Software Interlocks 

•  ISOLDE Watchdog: BT.TRA - BTY.TRA325 < 300x1010 p 

•  Cut PSB RF (at c=400) in following cases: 
–  Exceed max. number of protons per pulse (measured at c=300 

with PSB ring transformer) 
–  Exceed max. number of protons per second (integrated with 

BT.TRA325) 
–  Wrong end-of-line steering (to protect target) 
–  Wrong end-of-line quadrupole settings (to protect target) 

–  This would have to be changed with Linac4 operation if we want 
to avoid these losses in the PSB ring 



Dump Interlocks 

•  All dumps have to be integrated into the interlock system 
(temperature etc.) 
–  head/tail dump 
–  H0/H- dump 



Conclusions 

•  Should detail all failure scenarios and write interlock 
specification document 
–  Have to define BLM specifications first 

o  Most probably FLUKA simulations would be needed as input to see 
if BLMs can be used at certain locations (close to H0/H- dump) 

–  Do we need to include detailed information on equipment 
interlock? (if yes, equipment specialists would have to provide 
this part) 

–  Otherwise content would concern interlocks related to: 
o  Kicker/septa 
o  Injection efficiency, stripping foil 
o  Beam losses 
o  External conditions including watchdog 
o  ISOLDE operation 
o  Dump interlocks 
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